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Abstract
There are two quite distinct approaches commonly used when giving meaning
to process algebra expressions  operational semantics often associated with the
CCS language dene equivalences between terms by considering whether each can
simulate the other denotational semantics often associated with CSP provide a
mapping recursively dened over the structure of the language taking each term
into a carefully chosen collection of settheoretic objects The traces and failures
models are well known examples of such semantic domains We present a formal
link between the two approaches consisting in dening a variant of the bisimulation
equivalence that naturally gives rise to the traces and failures ordering
  Introduction
The study of process algebra in reasoning about concurrent systems falls
broadly into two main schools  One can often discriminate between the two
by the choice of language CCS or CSP but that alone is a very supercial
distinction  A far deeper contrast lies in what is taken to be the fundamental
meaning of a process 
There is the operational approach usually associated with CCS  where
the terms of the language are not directly assigned meaning  Instead meaning
is implied by dening equivalences between terms the equivalences capture
the concept of two process terms representing or having similar behaviours 
The rst step in presenting an operational semantics is to form the transition
graph this has the process	algebra terms as its nodes joined by directed edges 
The edges are labelled with the events or actions that processes might take
part in or perform  Two terms are joined by an arc exactly when the term
that is the source of the arc represents a behaviour that may begin with the
event with which the arc is labelled and the term that is the target of the arrow
represents a possible subsequent behaviour  e g  in the language of CCS the
term  P is joined to the term P via an arc labelled   because the term  P
represents taking part in the event   and subsequently behaving according to
the term P   For any reasonably expressive language the necessarily innite
c
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transition graph is presented as the closure of a set of inference rules  In terms
of the transition graph various equivalences may be dened  A particularly
popular notion of equivalence is bisimulation which equates pairs of terms
that can follow each other
s sequences of transitions while staying within the
equivalence 
The other common approach usually associated with CSP  is to
use denotational or model	based semantics  A particular collection of set	
theoretic objects is chosen to represent processes or more precisely the be	
haviours of processes and the terms of the language are given meaning
by mapping them into this collection  Usually the mapping is presented
inductively over the term language with the meaning for any particular term
depending only on the outermost operator and on the meaning rather than
the form of the operands  Two terms are then equivalent if they are mapped
to the same object in the model  The most simple process	algebra model is
the traces model where each process is identied with a set of nite sequences
of events  The meaning of  P is the set fg   f 
a
t j t  mPg where
mP is the meaning of P  
Few would claim that either type of semantics is altogether better than
the other both have their advantages and disadvantages and it is a source
of consternation that the equivalences that arise naturally from the two ap	
proaches are quite distinct  Some of the most respected researchers in this
area see the formation of a unifying theory as of paramount importance  
Here it is just a small link between the two types of semantics that we
forge  The denitions we present denitely belong to the operational style
we dene a form of bisimulation where the relation is between sets of terms
rather than individual terms hence power	bisimulation  The link with the
denotational style is that the family of equivalences that naturally arise include
both the traces and failures equivalences 
A second purpose to this paper is to be an exercise in the use of the
algebra of predicate transformers  As is the case when showing the soundness
and completeness of the rules of Hoare Logic the algebra of predicate
transformers provides a very powerful system for constructing concise almost
entirely formal proofs 
 Transition relations
As our starting point we assume the existence of a set of process	valued terms
such as those that make up the languages of CCS or CSP  We also assume the
existence of a set of named events or actions whose occurrences are associated
with transitions between the states represented by these terms  As mentioned
above this is how one usually begins when dening the bisimulation relation
except the sets of terms and transitions are usually presented explicitly in our
case there is no need to be explicit because our results do not depend directly
on those details 

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For any particular event e we write
e
 for the relation that links each pair
of terms that are possible before and after states of the transition associated
with e  There is a distinguished event   which codes transitions of events
that have been hidden from external view 
The transition relations for individual events are promoted to transition
relations for sequences of non	 events 
De nition  For any sequence s of non  events we write
s
 for the re 
lation formed by composing the associated sequence of transitions interleaved
arbitrarily with   transitions
 
 b 


 
 e
 b 


 

e
 


 
s
a
t
 b
s
 
t

 
where 
 denotes relational composition  Thus a transition relation
t
 con	
tains the state changes that may occur while a process takes part sequentially
in the events of t  interleaved with any number of invisible  events  The
transition relation associated with pure  	chains i e 
 
 will sometimes be
written  
 Bisimulation
One way to dene the bisimulation equivalence is as the coarsest relation be	
tween pairs of processes that allow each to follow the other in their transitions
while staying in related states i e  for two related processes if one can make
a named transition to a new state then so can the other make a transition of
the same name and in such a way that it
s new state is related to that of the
other 
De nition  The bisimulation relation  is the largest relation such that
P  Q   s 
P
s
 P

 Q

 Q
s
 Q

	 P

 Q

	
Q
s
 Q

 P

 P
s
 P

	 P

 Q

 
Obviously there
s some argument needed in showing that a largest such rela	
tion exists but since we need this denition only for use as an analogy we
wont trouble ourselves about that 
For our purposes the denition is more useful when expressed algebraically
using notation of the relational calculus  With a little careful manipulation
we can put it in the form of being the largest relation such that for all s

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w 
s
 

s
  w
 
s
 

s
  
where w is just a shorthand for the inverse of   The useful aspect of this
second form of the denition is that it does not make reference to the internal
structure of the relations it refers just to properties under composition  The
denition is expressed in the language of order	enriched categories of which
the set of relations are just one example  As such it allows us to explore a
natural generalisation of the denition by exploiting a well known embedding
of the relations in the predicate transformers as we will see in the next section 
 Relations and Predicate transformers
We use the term predicate transformer a little loosely  In fact the mathe	
matical objects we refer to are the monotonic set valued functions  Often in
computer science it is useful to identify a predicate on state variables with the
set of states that satisfy the predicate  We do not do so here in any of our
proofs but the connection is useful in providing intuition 
We make use of two well known embeddings of the relations in the predicate
transformers  One is the forward image operator which for any relation R
maps each subset S of the source of the relation to the subset T of the target
that can be reached through R from S   The other often called coimage maps
each subset T of the target to the largest subset S of the source that can reach
only members of T through R 
De nition  For arbitrary relation R we write hRi for the predicate trans 
former that maps each set onto its forward image though R and we write R
for the predicate transformer that maps each set Y onto the largest set X such
that the forward image of X through R is contained in Y 
hRi b X  fy j  x  x  y  R 	 x  X g
R b Y  fx j y  x  y  R  y  Y g
 
Some intuition for these operators may be gained by considering the case of
the relation to which they are applied representing a computation by linking
the possible before and after states  In that case hRi maps an arbitrary pre	
condition onto the strongest postcondition assured by the execution of R from
states satisfying that precondition and R maps an arbitrary postcondition
onto the weakest precondition required for execution of R to achieve that
postcondition 
The usefulness for our purposes of the forward	image operator lies in its
taking across from relations to predicate transformers the algebraic prop	
erties used in dening bisimulation i e  a composition of two relations is
taken onto the composition of the two corresponding predicate transformers

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and two relations such that one is a subset of the other are taken onto
predicate transformers that are also related by their natural ordering  The
natural ordering on predicate transformers is point	wise subset which we
will denote by v when predicate transformers are used as a semantic space
for programming languages it is this ordering that is taken as representing
program renement  For composition of predicate transformers we will
write 
 as we do for relations 
The structure preserving properties of the embedding of the relations
within the predicate transformers shows an analogy with the embedding of
the integers within the rationals multiplication and ordering are preserved in
that case too  The analogy can be taken much further in that coimage plays
a part very much like that of
 
n
  Although hRi and R aren
t mutual inverses
they are related by a Galois connection which is the next best thing i e 
hRi  R w 
R  hRi v 
and although the mapping from R to R doesn
t preserve composition simply
it does preserve it with the arguments being commuted it is impossible to
say whether the mapping from the integers n to the rationals
 
n
commutes
multiplication because multiplication is itself commutative  The mapping
from R to R also reverses the ordering which concurs directly with the
properties of the mapping from n to
 
n
  It is even true that every predicate
transformer can be expressed in the form U   hV i just as all rationals can
be written as
n
m
 
The various properties of relations and predicate transformers we have
mentioned can be used as algebraic laws with which to prove more complex
results  With this use in mind it is also valuable to have at hand the join and
meet operators  In the case of the relations the join and meet are set union
and set intersection  In the case of the predicate transformers they are point	
wise union for which we write t and point	wise intersection for which we
write u  We will freely make use of the common properties of these limits 
Predicate transformers being functions we will sometimes need to apply
them to set valued arguments  We will often use the standard F X  notation
but this has a right to left ow to it which doesn
t t well with the left to right
ow of the composition operator  In keeping with the composition operator
we will sometimes use X F as an alternative notation for F X   Whichever
notation we choose there is an inconvenience in having to reason about sets at
all in a calculus that is primarily about relations and predicate transformers 
We avoid this by introducing the notation X

 where X is a set for the
constant	valued predicate transformer that always yields X  irrespective of
the argument to which it is applied  This allows us to use X

 F  as a pun
for F X   Moreover it allows equational rules that transform terms involving
function composition to be used with terms involving function application 
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We freely use the identity X P

 X

 P  
The following lemma collects together most of the properties we will use 
If our style of proof was more widely used then we would present these as
the axioms of a predicate transformer calculus  A more axiomatic approach
is taken in an earlier paper by the author 
Lemma  For all relations R S and predicate transformers P Q
R 
 S  hRi v hS i a
hR  S i  hRi  hS i b
R  S   S   R c
hRi  R w  d
R  hRi v  e
hRi  P w Q  P w R Q f
P  hRi v Q  P v Q  R g
P  u
i
Q
i
  u
i
P Q
i
 h
t
i
Q
i
  hRi  t
i
Q
i
 hRi i
Proof
Routine application of set theory
 
Some stages of the proofs that follow rely on certain relations being total
functions and others being preorders  To make use of those properties we
need them expressed in the language of predicate transformers that is the
purpose of the next lemma 
Lemma  For all relations R S  predicate transformers P Q and values a
b
R a total function  hR
 
i  R a
R a preorder  hRi  hRi
o
 
R b
Proof
The rst step is to express the properties in the relational calculus A total
function is a relation that satises
f  f
 
 
f
 
 f 
 
A preorder is a relation that satises

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f  f 
 f
 
 f
From that starting point the results can be derived routinely in the predicate
transformer calculus We leave that as a hopefully enjoyable exercise for the
reader
 
 The oor operator
For any rational one can nd the nearest integer below it applying what is
often called the oor operator  An analogous operator from predicate trans	
formers to relations exists which we will denote by  P   We will introduce it
via its dening property 
De nition  For predicate transformer P the oor  P is the relation that
for all R satises
R 
  P  hRi v P
 
We also provide an explicit construction but showing that the two denitions
coincide is non	trivial  For detailed proofs and a discussion of the properties
of oor see  
De nition 
p q   P  fpgP  fqg
 
What interests us here is to continue to develop our analogy with the
embedding of the integers within the rationals  As anyone who programs
computers knows it is possible to dene an approximate division operation
within the integers it is approximate in that multiplying the result by the
divisor does not always get you back to where you started  Within the
richer space of rationals an accurate division operator may be dened and
the approximate form derived from it by applying oor 
Yet again our analogy holds up because exactly the same construction
works for the embedding of the relations within the predicate transformers 
The analogue of integer division is the relational operator sometimes known
as weakest prespecication  It may be dened set theoretically
De nition 
R n S b fa b j  x  b x   R  a x   Sg
 
or algebraically deriving either denition from the other requires only routine
set theory

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De nition  The weakest prespecication of R with respect to S is the rela 
tion R n S satisfying
Q 
 R n S  Q R 
 S
 
Division within the predicate transformers can be performed by composing
the embedding of S with the inverse of the embedding of R  i e  hS i  R 
Then applying oor gives us the weakest prespecication as proven in the
following lemma 
Lemma 
R n S   hS i  R
Proof
We show that  hS i  R satises the dening property of R n S
V 
  hS i  R
 Denition 
hV i v hS i  R
 Lemma 	g
hV i  hRi v hS i
 Lemmas 	a and 	b
V  R 
 S
 
This result as well as being interesting will be of direct use to us in later
proofs  The decomposed version of weakest precondition will be easier to
reason with than the primitive operator  One other property of oor will be
needed namely that it respects greater lower bounds 
Lemma 
 u
i
P
i
  
i
 P
i

Proof

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R 
 
i
 P
i

 Greatest lower bound
 i  R 
  P
i
 Denition 
 i  hRi v P
i
 Greatest lower bound
hRi v u
i
P
i
 Denition 
R 
  u
i
P
i

 
 Power simulation
Now we have sucient mathematical machinery to explore ways in which to
generalise the denition of bisimulation  We
ll start by taking just one of the
equations from Section  
 
s
 

s
  
Applying Lemmas a and b maps the equation into the space of predicate
transformers giving us the equivalent
hi  h
s
i v h
s
i  hi
We could then quote hi as being a power simulation  This in itself doesn
t
provide any more generality but we can now consider predicate transformers
outside of those of the form h i  Taking the largest predicate transformer of
general form satisfying the equation does allow us to nd altogether larger
objects in the v ordering 
We are still interested in comparing process terms and so we want our end
result to be a relation but once we have found our largest power simulation we
can apply the oor operator to bring ourselves back into the space of relations 
So the idea is to keep the denition of power bisimulation algebraically identi	
cal to the original perform the limiting process in the wider space of predicate
transformers and return to the world of relations via the oor operator 
De nition 	 We say that a predicate transformer P is a power simulation if
for all sequences of non  events t the following inequation holds
h
t
i  P w P  h
t
i
 
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Note that a simple inductive argument allows the denition to be restated
equivalently with the sequence t restricted to singletons 
The reader may have already noticed that this generalisation has already
gone too far in that the top predicate transformer which yields the entire
set of terms irrespective of the set to which it is applied is a solution of
the equation making the largest solution rather uninteresting entity to ask
for  We can however place a restriction over which predicate transformers we
consider by legislating that all solution must be dominated by a chosen bound
this also gives us the freedom to dene dierent avours of power bisimulation
by varying the bound  We have not been able to make the theory work for
arbitrary bounds  We have found it necessary to consider only bounds that
in the following sense respect  	transitions 
De nition 
 We say that a predicate transformer B respects   transitions if
the following equation holds
hi  B    B
 
As yet we have no guarantee that largest bounded power simulations exist 
However the following theorem provides a construction that generates power
simulations and therefore ensures they exist while also being of direct use in
later proofs 
Theorem  Given a bounding predicate transformer B that respects   transitions
dene
PSimB b u
s
h
s
i B  
s

Then PSimB is the greatest power simulation below B
Proof PSimB is below B
u
s
h
s
i  B  
s

v Range of s includes 
hi  B  
 B respects   transitions
B
Proof PSimB is a power simulation

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h
t
i  PSimB
 Denition of PSimB
h
t
i  u
s
h
s
i  B  
s

 Lemma 	h
u
s
h
t
i  h
s
i  B  
s

w Lemma 	e
u
s
h
t
i  h
s
i  B  
s
  
t
  h
t
i
w Monotonicity of 
u
s
h
t
i  h
s
i  B  
s
  
t
  h
t
i
 Lemma 	b and 	c
u
s
h
t
a
s
i  B  
t
a
s
  h
t
i
w Index r generalises t
a
s
u
r
h
r
i B  
r
  h
t
i
 Denition of PSimB
PSimB  h
t
i
Proof PSimB is the greatest Assume P

is also a power simulation below
B then for all s
h
s
i B  
s

w P

is below B
h
s
i  P

 
s

w P

is a power simulation
P

 h
s
i  
s

w Lemma 	d
P

and hence

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PSimB
 Denition of PSimB
u
s
h
s
i  B  
s

w
P

 
 Traces and Failures Renement
In this section we dene some of the notions commonly used within the
model	based approach to process algebra  We base the denitions on the
transition graph which is not so common the denitions are however known
to correspond to the usual ones given by induction over the process language 
De nition  The initials of a process are the visible events that the process
might rst be observed to take part in
initsP b fa j P  dom
 a
g
 
De nition  The traces are the sequences of visible events that a process
might be observed to take part in
tracesP b ft j P  dom
t
g
 
De nition  The failures of a process are the pairs sX  where s is a
sequence of events and X is a set of events such that after performing the
events of s the process may end up in a state in which it is incapable of
performing any of the events in X 
failuresP b fsX  j Q  P
s
 Q 	 initsQ  X  g
 
We have given these denitions in typical set	theoretical notation so as to
make them easily read but in doing so we have made them inconvenient for
use in our later algebraic proofs  A couple of lemmas help make the transition
from one style to the other  The rst gives a convenient way to express dom
making use of the top relation  which links all pairs of elements the second
gives a relational	calculus	style expression for failures  Neither is considered
suciently deep to require inclusion of a proof 

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Lemma 
x  domS  x  y  S 
 
Lemma 
sX   failuresP  P 
X
  
s

 inits 

 
where X is the compliment of X   Each of the above dened set	valued
functions can be used to dene orderings
De nition 
P 
i
Q b initsP 
 initsQ
P 
t
Q b tracesP 
 tracesQ
P 
f
Q b failuresP 
 failuresQ
 
The traces and failures orderings are important ones in CSP they are taken
as the natural ones with which to reason about safety and liveness properties
respectively  The failures equivalence is known to be the weakest congruence
that distinguishes deadlock  It also arises naturally as testing equivalence 
The initials ordering is not of such great interest but we need it here as a
basis from which to build the failures ordering as will become apparent 
Since  and 
i
are relations we can apply the forward	image construction
to yield predicate transformers hi and h
i
i which we will now show to
respect  	transitions  When proving that 
i
respects  	transitions and in
other proofs later in this paper it is useful to have h
i
i in an expanded form
Lemma  h
i
i  hinitsi  h
i  
  inits
Proof

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h
i
i
 Denition of 
i
hinits  
  inits
 
i
 Lemma 	b
hinitsi  h
i  hinits
 
i
 Lemma 
a
hinitsi  h
i  inits
 Lemma 
b
hinitsi  h
i  
  inits
 
We are now in a position to prove that h
i
i respects  	transitions  The proof
also relies on the equation inits    inits but this is obvious from the
form of the denition of inits  
Lemma 	 h
i
i respects   transitions
Proof
h
i
i
 Lemma 
hinitsi  h
i  
  inits
 Above mentioned property
h  initsi  h
i  
   inits
 Lemma 	b and 	c
hi  hinitsi  h
i  
  inits  
 Lemma 
hi  h
i
i  
 
A slightly dierent proof establishes the result for hi this time relying on
the equation     which in turn follows easily from  being the
greatest relation and being a superset of the identity relation  We also need
that  is a preorder 
Lemma 
 hi respects   transitions
Proof

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hi
 Lemma 	k
hi  
 Above mentioned property
h i   
 Lemma 	b and 	c
hi  hi    
 Lemma 	k
hi  hi  
 
	 Correlation
In this section we present our main result which is that the traces and failures
orderings can be constructed in terms of power simulations  The rst theorem
shows that the traces ordering arises as oor of the greatest power simulation
below hi 
Theorem 

t
   PSimhi
Proof
q 
t
p
 Denition of 
t
 s  s  tracesp s  tracesq
 Denition 		
 s  p  dom
s
 q  dom
s

 Lemma 
 s r  p r  
s
  q r  
s
 
 Denition 
 s  q p  
s
  n 
s
 
 Greatest lower bound
q p  
s

s
  n 
s
 
and hence
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
t
 As above

s

s
  n 
s
 
 Lemma 

s
 h
s
 i  
s
 
 Lemma 
 u
s
h
s
 i  
s
 
 Lemma 	b and 	c
 u
s
h
s
i  hi    
s

 Lemma 
b
 u
s
h
s
i  hi  
s

 Theorem 	
 PSimhi
 
Just by tightening the bound from being hi to h
i
i we can make the same
construction yield the failures ordering 
Theorem 

f
   Psimh
i
i
Proof
q 
f
p
 Def 	

 sX  sX   failuresp sX   failuresq
 Lemma 
 sX  pX   
s
 inits 
 qX   
s
 inits 


 
a bijection
 sX

 pX

  
s
 inits 
 qX

  
s
 inits 

 Denition 
 s  q p  
s
 inits 
 n 
s
 inits 

 glb
q p  
s

s
 inits 
 n 
s
 inits 

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and hence

f
 As above
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 inits 
 n 
s
 inits 

 Lemma 

s
 h
s
 inits 
i  
s
 inits 

 Lemma 
 u
s
h
s
 inits 
i  
s
 inits 

 Lemma 	b and 	c
 u
s
h
s
i  hinitsi  h
i  
  inits  
s

 Lemma 
 u
s
h
s
i  h
i
i  
s

 Theorem 	
 PSimh
i
i
 

 Power Bisimulation
Historically proponents of operational semantics have dened equivalences
rather than orderings over process	valued terms  Of course preorders such
as those that arise from power simulation can be used to dene equivalences
simply by requiring the ordering to hold in both directions but that isn
t
how the standard denition of bisimulation is cast  In this section we present
a symmetric variant of power simulation hence named power bisimulation
and prove that the resultant equivalences correspond to the orderings in the
natural way 
De nition  A power bisimulation is a relation  between sets of terms
satisfying
S  T  S h
t
i  T h
t
i
for all sequences of events t   
As with power simulation restricting t to ranging over singleton sequences
leads to an equivalent denition 
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De nition  A power bisimulation is bounded by a predicate transformer B
if
S  T  S 
 T B 	 T 
 S B
 
The next two lemmas facilitate moving to and fro between the space of power
simulations and power bisimulations so that our earlier theorems can be
reused 
Lemma  If B is a predicate transformer and F is a power simulation
below B then a power bisimulation  bounded by B is given by the denition
S  T b S 
 T F 	 T 
 S F
Proof  is a power bisimulation For all sequences of events t  and sets S
and T
S  T
 Def of 
S

v T

 F 	 T

v S

 F
  is monotone
S

 h
t
i v T

 F  h
t
i 	 T

 h
t
i v S

F  h
t
i
 F is a power simulation
S

 h
t
i v T

 h
t
i  F 	 T

 h
t
i v S

 h
t
i  F
 Def of 
S h
t
i  T h
t
i
as required by Denition 	
Proof  is bounded by B For all sets of terms S and T
S  T
 Denition of 
S

v T

 F 	 T

v S

 F
 F is below B
S

v T

 B 	 T

v S

B
as required by Denition 	  
Lemma  If B is a predicate transformer and  is a power bisimulation
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bounded by B then a power simulation F below B is given by the denition
S F b
S
fX j S  X g
Proof F is a power simulation For all sequences of events t and sets of
terms S
S F h
t
i
 Denition of F

S
fX j S  X gh
t
i
 Lemma 	i
S
fX h
t
i j S  X g

 weakened comprehension
S
fX h
t
i j S h
t
i  X h
t
ig

 more general term
S
fY j S h
t
i  Y g
 Denition of F
S h
t
iF
and so abstracting from S we have
F  h
t
i v h
t
i  F
as required
Proof F is below B
 is bounded by B
 Denition of bounded
X Y  X  Y  Y 
 X B
 Property of  
X   fY j X  Y g 
 X B
 Denition of F
X  X F 
 X B
 Abstraction over X
F v B
 
Now we are in a position to show that greatest power bisimulations dene
exactly the equivalences that one would expect 
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Theorem  If B is a predicate transformer that respects   transitions F is
the greatest power simulation below B and  is the greatest power bisimulation
bounded by B then
S  T  S 
 T F 	 T 
 S F
Proof 
Assuming the LHS Lemma 		 provides a power simulation G such that
T 
 S G Since the denition of power bisimulation is symmetric 
being the greatest is a symmetric relation and so Lemma 		 also provides
a power simulation G such that S 
 T G Since F is the greatest power
simulation it dominates both G and G which gives us the RHS
Proof 
The RHS states that the power bisimulation provided by Lemma 	 relates S
and T  Therefore  being the greatest power bisimulation must also relate
S and T 
 
The relationship between power bisimulation and the traces and failures equiv	
alences follows immediately from Theorems   and  
Theorem  Let 
t
be the greatest power bisimulation bounded by hi and

f
be the greatest power bisimulation bounded by h
i
i Then we have
p 
t
q  fpg 
t
fqg
p 
f
q  fpg 
f
fqg
Proof The proofs for traces and failures are identical so we show only that
for traces
p 
t
q
 Denition of 
t
p 
t
q 	 q 
t
p
 Theorem 

p PSimh
i
iq 	 q PSimh
i
ip
 Denition 
fpgPSimh
i
i  fqg 	 fqgPSimh
i
i  fpg
 Theorem 
fpg 
t
fqg
 
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  Conclusion
We have taken the concept of bisimulation which is most naturally expressed
in terms of the composition of relations and generalised the notion by taking
a detour into the richer space of predicate transformers  The resulting notion
of power simulation in its simplest form is too weak to be of any interest
since it relates all processes to every other  But by introducing a bound also
a predicate transformer we manage both to strengthen the notion and make
it parametrisable  What is probably of most interest is that two particu	
larly simple cases for the parameter yield the well	known traces and failures
orderings 
A natural question to ask is whether any other orderings of interest are
obtainable by varying the bound  Two further ones are known to the author
at this time  One is obtained by treating unstable states dierently from
stable ones replacing h
i
i as the bound that yields failures by the predicate
transformer B that satises
X 
 Y B  X hi  stable 
 X hi  stableh
i
i
It is easy to show that such a B exists and that it respect  	transitions  When
this is used as the bound we nd that  PSimB is the ordering associated
with the stable failures model  This is the case even in the presence of  	loops 
The other ordering we have yet to mention is that of the ready set model
this can be obtained as a power simulation by choosing a bound of h
i
i rather
than h
i
i  This is a particularly pleasing result showing very clearly the subtle
distinction between the ready set and failures model 
One use of bisimulation we haven
t covered is the exhibiting of a particular
bisimulation relation to demonstrate equality of particular pairs of processes 
One would hope that power bisimulation could be used to show traces or
failures equivalence and indeed it can  A good example is the well known
pair of processes that are often quoted as the simplest that distinguishes
bisimulation from failures equivalence  Figure  shows this pair of processes
and the power bisimulation that demonstrates failures equivalence  The fact
that it is a power bisimulation is obvious by inspection but note that we
must check also that it is bounded by h
i
i  Expanding the denition of
boundedness we nd that for related pairs of sets S and T we must check
that for all each member of S there is a member of T with a smaller set of
initials and vice versa 
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Fig  An explicit example of power bisimulation
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